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Summary
The new spinning in awaitWork added as part of JDK-805624 increases CPU usage and limits 
application performance, with little to no improvement in execution time due to possibly faster 
activation time.

Recommend removing spinning and do further analysis on how to reintroduce it if required with less 
CPU overhead.

Introduction
This analysis was prompted after an external report on regression when using ForkJoin in 8u40 
compared to 8u33. It was  determined was caused by the following change, JDK-805624  8. Some 
profiling of the application showed that the application spent a lot of time spinning in 

ForkJoinPool.awaitWork() waiting for new work. In 8u33 and earlier the ForkJoin workers 

threads generally parked themselves if no work was found without spinning after scanning all queues.

In the particular external application it was possible to tune around the issue by lower the number of 
threads in the ForkJoinPool which made sure threads continuously had tasks available and didn't 
require any spinning waiting for tasks to become available. This might not work in other applications 
especially if the load on the ForkJoin pool varies over time.

The use of ForkJoin join in the affected application had tasks that didn't generate subtasks which isn't 
the main usecase for ForkJoin. Since this could potentially be the reason for the excessive spinning it 
prompted the analysis of a set of benchmarks to further understand the impact of the added spin-wait.

Analyzed Benchmarks
To mimic the external application a very simple ForkJoinTask was created and run in JMH with a short 
sleep between each submission of the task to the pool to mimic a continuous stream of small inputs.

To test more realistic usage of the ForkJoinPool a microbenchmark for Arrays.ParallelSort was written, 
and tested sorting of different sized byte arrays.

Finally the ForkJoin benchmarks found in JSR166 was used, FJJacobi, FJPhaserJacobi, FJPhaserLoops
and FJSums.
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JDK Patches
Four versions of the ForkJoin code was tested on all of the above benchmarks. The patches were all 
stored in a separate JAR file and used with bootclasspath/p to keep JVM and other JDK libraries fixed.

• 8u33

• 8u45

• 8u45 with a single spin iteration

◦ Removed the reset of the spin variable

• 8u45 with no spinning

◦ Spin was set to 0 directly

System
Hardware: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2665 0 @ 2.40GHz, 2 sockets

32GB RAM

OS: Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS, 3.13.0-45-generic #74-Ubuntu SMP, x64

JDK: Oracle JDK 1.8.0_45-b14

Configuration: Trivial ForkJoin Task
java -Xmx3g -Xms3g -Xmn2g -Xbootclasspath/p:$PATCH -jar benchmarks.jar -f 5 
-t $THREADS

Parallel Sort
java -Xmx4g -Xms4g -Xmn3g -Xbootclasspath/p:$PATCH -jar benchmarks.jar -f 5 
-w 3 -wi 15 -i 15 -r 4 .*parallelSort.*

JSR166 Benchmarks (20 runs each)
java -Xmx3g -Xms3g -Xmn2g -Xbootclasspath/p:$PATCH -cp jsr166/src/test/loops
$BENCH



Results

Trivial ForkJoinTask
As mentioned earlier the Trivial ForkJoinTask microbenchmark adds a very simple ForkJoinTask that 
simply returns a static value and does not splitting, between each submission of a task the benchmark 

thread does a short sleep, Thread.sleep(0, 100), this is mainly to avoid continuous submissions

from a single thread, the rate and scale is rather controlled by the number of threads. The ForkJoinPool 
was configured to use 64 worker threads, and the benchmark threads, submitting tasks, were scaled 
from 10 up to 256.

All four patches show basically the same performance and scaling when increasing the number of 
benchmark threads submitting tasks to the ForkJoinPool. However the CPU usage is much higher with 
8u45, compared to 8u33. Removing the spinning and directly going to sleep when no work is available 
shows a good reduction in CPU usage and actually ends up being lower than with 8u33, while still 
keeping the same throughput.

For more in-depth analysis the sleep time should be converted to a parameter that can be varied to 
understand the impact of spinning and sleeping depending on the rate of input as well as the number of 
threads. This benchmark could potentially also be used to measure the activation time of a worker 
thread when running with different wait times to trigger submission of work while the ForkJoinWorker 
is scanning, in spin-wait or parked.



ParallelSort
The ParallelSort microbenchmark was used to test sort arrays of 10MB, 32KB, 16KB and 9KB. The 
reason for 9KB is that it is just above the cut off limit where the algorithm chooses to go with parallel 
vs serial sort of the array.

With the exception of 32KB byte arrays, the throughput of the Arrays.parallelSort(byte[])

is on par or slightly faster when using 8u33 or 8u45 with no spinning. The CPU usage is very similar in
the very large 10MB array case where the pool will be heavily utilized with a lot of work to pick up. In 
the 32KB case where the performance is up with a few percent in 8u45 the CPU usage triples, and for 
the single spin patch the CPU almost doubles. For the smaller arrays the performance is very similar, 
but the CPU usage stays higher with the 8u45 and 8u45 with a single spin.

FJJacobi
In the ForkJoin Jacobi the run time is around 2% longer with 8u45, independent of which which 
version of the three patches are used compared to 8u33. However with 8u45 no spinning the CPU is 
back to 8u33 levels with any further loss of performance compared to 8u45.



FJPhaserJacobi
8u45 use slightly more CPU, but the main difference is that the performance is more unstable between 
iterations in 8u45 compared to 8u33. Reducing or removing the spinning doesn't affect this fluctuation 
noticeably, but there looks like there is a slight reduction in the run-time with both patches.

FJPhaserLoops
FJPhaserLoops shows a large regression as the benchmark scales up to 32 threads which is the same as 
the number of hardware threads on the machine. Removing the spinning removes a bottleneck and the 
benchmark is able to fully utilize 100% of the CPU again.

It is interesting to not that the spinning causes the CPU to not make it past 70%. This has not yet been 
further analyzed, but work is in progress to understand this further.

Interesting to note is that 8u45 independent of patch seems to be slower during the scaling when 
running with 4 and 8 threads, without spinning the performance comes back again with 16 threads 
while other continue to be slower.



FJSums
FJSums has slightly improved performance with 8u45 after warming up a few iteration, but when 
running without spinning in the awaitWork function the run time of the benchmark during the early 
iterations are significantly improved with no impact on the run time at later iterations where the hottest 
methods have been compiled.

No CPU usage was collected as the run time of the benchmark is to short to really give any meaningful 
data.

Conclusion
With the integration of JDK-8056248, the behaviour of ForkJoin changed drastically for certain types 
of workloads. While some impact is due to the changes in how the pool scales, the main impact comes 
from  the spinning done in awaitWork method. The ForkJoinPool workers now much more 
aggressively look for work by busy spinning for a period of time before parking themselves.

The different benchmarks run in this analysis shows that removing the spinning often reduce the CPU 
usage with either no impact or beneficial performance of the ForkJoinPool executing different tasks.

Some configurations of the benchmarks show a small benefit when spinning, but more often than not 
the CPU overhead is larger than the benefit of a potentially faster claiming of a new task.

The recommendation is to at least temporarily to remove the spinning in awaitWork, and further 
investigate the possibility to implement a more balanced spinning that waste less CPU cycles while still
being responsive. General spin loops tend to be a simple counter combined with a pause instruction in 
between checks, and something similar might work better here as well.
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